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Why data in libraries?

Data is tied to equity.

Open data is empowering.

Championing data isn’t one-size-fits-all, and it’s not necessarily a 
linear process.



Civic Switchboard

● IMLS-funded project to codify best 
practices for civic data in libraries

● Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, 
University of Pittsburgh, NNIP

● https://civic-switchboard.github.io/



What type of data work 
is happening at your 
library now?

Share in the chat.



Data for Internal Analytics: A Data Audit

The data you currently have at your library is your low-hanging fruit.

Ask yourself:
● What data are you currently collecting?
● Why are you collecting it?
● What are the parameters of what you’re collecting?
● How are you using what you collect?



Data for Internal Analytics: Two Cases

Case Example 1 Case Example 2

What is the data? Program Attendance Circulation Data

Why are we collecting 
it?

A metric for assessing program 
success; Required for state reports

Keep track of our items; Track usage

What are the 
parameters?

Program staff enter their attendance 
in our program software, a manager 
runs monthly reports and edits them

ILS can retain all materials data linked 
to patron barcodes

How are we using it? Analyze program trends; Share with 
program staff; Board reports; State 
reports

Understand how collections are being 
used; Track circulation trends; Board 
reports; Collection analysis

Verdict Keep as is, or automate it Conduct privacy audit
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Data for Internal Analytics: Best Practices

Set standards and best practices for your data.

Consider:
● Documentation is helpful.
● If you don’t use it, lose it.
● Every data decision takes privacy into consideration.
● Set recurring intervals to reflect and re-evaluate.
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Data Literacy

Photo credit: Tim Green, https://flic.kr/p/aaw2ja
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Data Literacy: Best Practices

Data is a “learn it all” disposition, not a “know-it-all” practice

Consider:
● Creating data components to existing programs or services
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Data Literacy: Best Practices

Data is a “learn it all” disposition, not a “know-it-all” practice

Consider:
● Create data components to existing programs or services
● Remove the technology component to make concepts accessible
● Find stories and personal connections to data
● Providing your own datasets and tools for digging deeper





https://www.wprdc.org





Learning Resources: Data DiscoTech

https://www.alliedmedia.org/ddjc/discotech

https://www.alliedmedia.org/ddjc/products

https://www.alliedmedia.org/ddjc/discotech
https://www.alliedmedia.org/ddjc/products


Learning Resources: Library Carpentry

https://librarycarpentry.org

https://librarycarpentry.org


Data & Community/Civic Engagement

Who is in your civic data ecosystem?

● Government
● Nonprofits
● Schools
● Hackers
● Civics enthusiasts
● Neighborhood groups/CDCs
● Journalists
● Business/Chambers of Commerce

Who else may be included here? What are their?



https://kumu.io/rgradeck/ecosystemjune2018copy

https://kumu.io/rgradeck/ecosystemjune2018copy




Creating the Map

● Top-Down: Make the list of everyone you are aware of working in 
the data space.

● Organic: Talk to your partners. Who do they know? This may 
highlight hidden connections.

● Community-Building: Invite known stakeholders to create the 
map together. 



Creating Shared Data Initiatives

Where can a library be useful in a data partnership?

● Training
● Privacy advice
● Public space

What are your shared outcomes?



Civic Data Partnerships



Sharing Data Across Organizations

Elements of a data partnership/MOU

● Agreement on a shared outcome
● Commitment to user privacy
● Shared action plan
● Schedule for deletion of data



Data & Skokie’s Civic Lab

The Civic Lab aims to engage the 
community in discussions and 
explorations around civics, the 
news, and topics of importance 
to the community.

Data is fundamental to 
understanding complex social 
structures.



What feels most 
attainable to you and 
your organization right 
now?

Share in the chat.



What can your next steps be?

Build Toward
Shared Data

Build Data Literacy

Data Audit
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What can your next steps be?

Build Toward
Shared Data

Build Data Literacy

Data Audit

Consider Civic Switchboard



Time for questions, & 
thanks!

How to contact us:
Toby - greenwaltt@carnegielibrary.org
Amy - akoester@skokielibrary.info

https://civic-switchboard.github.io/



This webinar is part of the Data Informed Public 

Libraries (DIPL) initiative sponsored by the 

California State Library and implemented by 

Infopeople. This project is supported in part by the 

U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services 

under the provisions of the Library Services and 

Technology Act.


